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GlobeRanger
GR-AWARETM FD
Asset Management for Fire Departments – ID or Barcode Based Asset Management

It is more crucial than ever that fire departments keep an eye on their
inventory. Any item in the wrong hands can spell disaster, even a fire
fighter’s uniform. Other assets may have an expiration period or need
inspection and maintenance, like SCBA bottles.
Old methods of keeping track of these assets are no longer sufficient.
Whether it be a spreadsheet system or separate electronic systems,
knowing who has which items and what the current status of those items
are is vital to providing for public safety, fast response to emergencies,
and keeping the firefighters’ equipment in good condition.

»»GR-AWARE

for Fire Departments is the RFID and barcode-enabled
asset management solution that provides views of your department
assets by assigned person, fire station, fire truck and other attributes.
TM

»»GR-AWARE

for Fire Departments automates the processes of
managing personnel assignable assets including bunker gear, uniforms
and SCBA bottles. It provides continuous visibility of not only who has
what, but also of what firefighters are supposed to have.
TM

User Benefits
■■ Visibility of all of your critical items, whether they have
an individual number or not.
■■ Immediately know which firefighters do not have the
correct number of items for their roles.
■■ Speeds time to inventory firefighters’ personal
equipment, quartermaster inventory, and fire engine
equipment and supplies.
■■ Automatically keep track of items needing inspection,
maintenance, or those about to expire.
■■ Use RFID, barcode, or a combination of both to track
your assets.
■■ RFID-enabled Quartermaster.

»»GR-AWARE

for Fire Departments integrates with other municipal
information systems to provide information where it is needed.
TM

»»GR-AWARE

TM
for Fire Departments Quartermaster feature makes
checking equipment in and out to firefighters quick and easy.

»»GR-AWARE

TM
for Fire Departments helps manage gear and equipment
maintenance with checklist driven inspections and reports showing proof
of compliance.
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GR-AWARETM for Fire Departments: Fire Truck and Fire Engine Inventory:
■■ A Handheld RFID reader can be used by a firefighter to quickly scan a fire truck or
engine while its in the station. The firefighter will quickly know if all necessary
equipment is onboard and within its maintenance ready for the next emergency.
■■ The same handheld reader can also be used to inventory locations around the fire
station including equipment rooms, lockers or any other fixed or mobile location.

Features

Benefits

Track items by assigned
firefighter, location, and
other attributes

Find out where an item has been, who has what, find a missing item.

Role-driven quartermaster station Quickly identify the firefighter, see what they should have, see what they already have, and complete the
for fast check-in/checkout of
transaction. Save firefighter time, and catch errors before they happen. If a firefighter leaves or changes roles,
equipment
immediately know what they still have and what needs to be returned.
Take fire truck and engine
inventory in minutes with
handheld scanner

Quickly inventory a fire truck or engine while its in the station to ensure it has all the correct equipment and
equipment is within its maintenance interval.

Integrated, total asset
management

Track all your office, city, and fire department assets with a single application. Let your department lead the way in
electronic asset management.

Alerts and notifications

Flexibly set the triggers and conditions for notifications that are relevant to your operations.
Too many/too few items, find expired equipment.

Customisable reports

Set up a range of reports to address different users and different uses of the system.

Web enabled

Update and view information from any location.

Hosted or on-premises

Flexible hosting options let you host the software in our cloud, or host it on a Windows Server on your
premises. Cloud hosting means no fixed infrastructure to install.

Expand! Arson investigations
and more

System can be expanded to incorporate images, weights, motion sensors, temperature, and more.
Expand the system to track arson evidence. track people, audit movement, and more.
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Accuracy: Fujitsu endeavours to ensure that the information contained in this
document is correct but, whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of such
information, it accepts no liability for any loss (however caused) sustained as a result
of any error or omission in the same.
GlobeRanger provides the most reliable, scalable, and flexible enterprise edge
software infrastructure and solutions at the lowest total cost of ownership, enabling
companies to harness data generated outside traditional IT environments to improve
business processes. Specifications are subject to change.
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